Be the (unsung) hero.

Protect your enterprise
for a bright future.

www.isaca.org/opportunity

Defend, protect, future-proof...

The CRISC
was a forwardthinking certification
when it was first
introduced and it
is no less so today
as anticipating,
evaluating, and
responding to multiple

With information now one of the most valuable assets of any
enterprise, managing IT risk is critical to keeping a business running
and future-proofing it for long-term growth. That’s why ISACA,
a recognized global leader in governance, risk and compliance,
introduced its Certified in Risk and Information Systems ControlTM
(CRISCTM) certification in 2010.

Stand Out Among Your Peers…
CRISC is the most current and rigorous designation that conveys a
professional’s IT-related risk management proficiency. Based on the
results of extensive research, feedback and validation from subject
matter experts around the world, it reflects real-world job experience
from risk and control professionals. The CRISC designation conveys
proficiency in the field and a commitment to the profession.

risk vectors has been
stitched into the fabric
of every enterprise.
It’s a certification
that should be part
of the foundation
of a company’s
or government
organization’s
commitment to

is recognized by itSMF for credits
Why • CRISC
at the professional level for its new Prism
CRISC certification program.
is Right • CRISC is one of the top 10 highest-paying
certifications according to the Foote Partners’
for You 2012 IT Skills and Certifications Pay Index.
• The State of West Virginia (USA) Office of Information
Security and Controls is using the five CRISC domains
and task statements to develop a checklist for use in
risk assessments for HIPAA compliance.

understanding risk
principles and

…and Protect Your Enterprise

frameworks.

ISACA’s CRISC certification links IT risk and control, by addressing the
management of IT-related business risk as an end-to-end process.
Professionals who obtain the CRISC certification have the knowledge
and ability to become strategic partners within their organizations.

—David Foote, CEO
and Chief Research
Officer, Foote Partners

...be a hero.

CRISC for now and the future.
If you are an IT, risk, control or compliance professional, business
analyst or project manager, CRISC certification can help position you
better for career growth and protect your enterprise. Join more than
16,000 professionals committed to advancing their profession to
higher levels.
See the credibility, recognition and rewards that come with a proven
ability to manage enterprise risk through effective IS controls. As a
CRISC you will gain:
• A prestigious symbol of knowledge and expertise as a
risk professional
• A competitive advantage over peers
• Higher career growth potential
• Access to an elite peer network
• The ability to leverage the tools and resources of a global community
of industry experts

If you have
real-world
IT controls and risk
experience, I strongly
encourage you to pursue
the CRISC certification.
Becoming CRISC-certified
provides an additional
level of assurance that
you have the necessary
skills and experience
to get the job done.

Register for the 8 December exam today!
Early registration deadline: 15 August 2012
(save US $50 with early registration)

Final registration deadline: 3 October 2012

Need help preparing?
ISACA has you covered.
Our certification surveys show that ISACA exam preparation materials
are the preferred source by exam takers.
• Download our Candidate’s Guide for taking the exam
at www.isaca.org/guide.
• Choose from several CRISC study guides and materials
at www.isaca.org/study.
• Register for one of ISACA’s review courses or our
new CRISC Online Review Course (coming in September)
at www.isaca.org/review.

www.isaca.org/opportunity

It also enters you into
a group of professionals
with common interests
and abilities. Networking
with my fellow CRISCs
and ISACA members has
been an extremely
rewarding experience.
I encourage you
take advantage of
the opportunities
certification provides.

—-Shawna Flanders,
CISA, CISM, CRISC
Productivity Specialist
PSCU

